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About the GSBA Scholarship Fund
The GSBA Scholarship Fund awards educational scholarships 
to Washington State LGBTQ and allied students who exhibit 
leadership potential, demonstrate strong academic abilities, 
and who are actively involved in school and community 
organizations. Our scholars represent a diverse group of 
students who have dreams of making our community and the 
world a better place; and each of them possesses the skills, 

talents, and dedication 
to make those dreams a 
reality.  

GSBA realizes that 
today’s students are 
tomorrow’s leaders and is 
committed to supporting 
our community’s future 
leaders by providing 

financial resources, role-modeling and hope to outstanding 
LGBTQ and allied students, many who have no traditional 
means of support. In the 23 years of the GSBA Scholarship Fund, 
we have awarded over $1.6 million to over 300 students. This 
year, we supported 44 scholars with $230,000 in educational 
scholarships.
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Investing in our Future: former scholar, lisa rice, shares her successes.

Ten years after receiving her first GSBA Scholarship, Lisa Rice, is making a difference in the lives of students everyday. Graduating from 
Western Washington with a B.A. in English Literature and a minor in GLBT Studies and then a Masters in Teaching, she has found her 
home in Seattle’s Franklin High School. Lisa says, “Franklin is a great school; everyone (staff and students) is very accepting of one 
another’s differences.”

At Franklin, Lisa does more than just teach 12th grade Language Arts and English. She is also an instructor for the UW in High Schools 
programs, which allows her students to earn UW credit while in high school. Lisa is the yearbook advisor and co-advises Franklin’s 
Gay-Straight Alliance. It came as a surprise to Lisa, but not to those around her, that she was voted Franklin’s Teacher of the Year.

In addition to the wonderful work Lisa does at Franklin High School, this year she volunteered as a GSBA Scholarship Interviewer. 
She said the process was very difficult for her and that “after reading their stories, struggles, and achievements I wanted everyone to 
receive the money.” She went on to say, “it made me appreciate my scholarships even more. I didn’t think that was possible.”

Lisa currently lives in Lynnwood with her wife, enjoys spending time with her two grandsons and bowls in a mixed (gay/straight) 
bowling league. Her daughter expects to graduate from Evergreen State College this year, and she smiles as she recalls her daughter 
was just 11 years old when she received her first GSBA Scholarship.
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Dear Scholarship Fund Supporters,
Philanthropy, according to Merriam Webster’s dictionary is “the practice of giving money and time to help make life better for other people” 
or according to my personal definition, the profile of a GSBA member and donor. How many membership organizations, especially those 
identified as chambers of commerce, would label their members philanthropists? Yet in GSBA, it is easy to use the term when referring to 
our members.  For nearly a quarter of a century, LGBT small business owners and those who support equality for all have not let economic 
downturns prevent them from supporting LGBTQ and allied students. It is their steadfast support that 
has enabled the GSBA Scholarship Fund to not only maintain support for our students, 
but to continue to increase it so that in 2013 we were able to give out $230,000 to 44 
outstanding students.

Thank you, members and donors, for walking the talk of what it means to be a 
community. In GSBA we take care of our own, as we always have. The importance of 
education, a skilled work force and giving hope and encouragement to youth, is now 
embraced by the entire business community as essential ingredients for a thriving 
economy. In GSBA, this knowledge was understood, even as our chamber was in its 
infancy. Our members, often through personal past experience, have understood the long 
term effects of not having support. Instead of allowing past hurts to limit our empathy 
for supporting others, we have created a community of folks who are determined to not 
repeat history. We give back, pay it forward and are there for each other, and in GSBA, 
that includes our students.  The GSBA Scholarship Fund has never been stronger. We are 
so proud to work for and with a business chamber in which philanthropy is one of our 
core pillars and investing in the next generation of leaders is a principle that guides our 
philanthropic decisions. 

For the future

Martha Davis, 2014 Board Chair                   Louise Chernin, CEO & President                  Mark Rosén, 2013 Board Chair              

Investing in our Future: Brian lavery, GSBA Scholarship Fund Donor, share’s his inspiration.
After many years of attending the TASTE of GSBA, Brian wanted to see how and where the money donated was used throughout 
the year. He attended his first Scholarship Dinner over 5 years ago and immediately wanted to do more. It was easy for him to 
remember what it was like when he was young. Growing up in a large family in Seattle, he knew that if he wanted to attend 
college he had to pay his own way. With his eyes set on a bright future, Brian began working in high school but didn’t think it 
was immediately possible to afford college. He took a year off and worked two jobs to save up enough money to enroll at WSU. 
He continued working throughout college and often worked three jobs in the summers just to make ends meet. He received a 
few small grants, but it was a constant struggle to save money, continue to work and finish college.

Fast forward several years and Brian is a successful realtor able to give back to his community. As a GSBA Scholarship 
Interviewer, he says becoming involved and meeting the students has made a huge difference in his life. He says, “Interviewing 
puts it all into perspective. The time I give to the applicants and interview processes is very small in comparison to what 
these students have accomplished. Many have overcome huge obstacles in their life, yet they continue to move forward with 
their goals and aspirations.” He goes on to say, “It is overwhelming to see the dedication our students have for serving their 
communities. Faced with hardships, the skills, talents and academic ability they have achieved is truly unimaginable.”

Brian encourages everyone to participate in the interview process, attend the Scholarship Awards Dinner or spend big at the 
TASTE of GSBA to support our future leaders. He says, “It is clear to see what an impact these scholarships have for our scholars 
AND their family. Seeing parents at the Scholarship Dinner tear up when their child is recognized for their accomplishments is 
priceless. These scholars are the future to continue making our community and world a better place.”
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2013 tASte of GSBA

the annual tASte of GSBA combines incredible food, delectable 
drinks, a local wine district and lively entertainment along with live 
and silent auctions to raise money for the GSBA Scholarship Fund. 

Member restaurants, bars and caterers are all highlighted at one of 
the swankiest events of the year.  

Direct from Broadway! the 2013 tASte of GSBA once again broke all 
records as over 820 guests raised more than $584,000 for the next 

generation of lGBtQ and allied leaders.
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2014 Scholarship Awards Dinner

From 17 to 49, from Bellingham to Vancouver, our 2014 
scholars are attending community colleges, public and 
private undergraduate and graduate universities, here 

and across the country. our community celebrated their 
accomplishments and aspirations at the Scholarship 

Awards Dinner with a record $333,000. 
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Your Investment at Work: former scholar, Mel picket, shares his successes.
Receiving GSBA Scholarships in 2006 and 2007 was only the tipping point for a long line of successes Mel Picket has 
seen over the years. After graduating from the Evergreen State College in Cell & Molecular Biology and Chemistry in 
2008, Mel was hired as a Research Technician for the Endpoints Laboratory in the HIV Vaccine Trial Network (HVTN) at 
the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center. Working under Dr. Stephen DeRosa and Dr. Nicole Frahm, some of the top 
HIV specialists, was an exceptional experience. Mel was fortunate enough to work on the Thailand RV144 HIV-1 vaccine, 
which was the largest HIV-1 vaccine trial and is the only HIV-1 vaccine to date that has shown any efficacy in preventing 
HIV infection. This project led to publication in the Journal of Immunological Methods.

Mel was recruited to join Dr. Gerald Nepom’s lab in the Translational Research Department at Benaroya Research 
Institute (BRI) in April of 2011. There, he helped institute procedures to standardize the department’s data to ensure 
integrity and reproducibility in flow cytometry. Additionally, Mel assisted in the development of cell-based assays and 
procedures, provided expertise in flow cytometric assays, and written SOPs. The data Mel has personally generated at 
BRI has led to several presentations at Immunology conferences, 7 grants funded by the NIH and private sources, and 
several pending publications.

Recently, Mel accepted a position with Juno Therapeutics, a clinical-stage company with novel immunotherapies that target antigens expressed on cancer cells. 
Juno’s technology reprograms a cancer patient’s own immune system to specifically detect tumor-associated proteins. These reprogrammed cells are then 
infused into the cancer patient and subsequently eliminate the targeted cells. Mel’s job responsibilities include bioassay development and training others to 
perform different biological assays in accordance with FDA guidelines for new cancer therapies for clinical trials.

Additionally Mel finds time to volunteer with Q Youth Resources in Kitsap County and with the GSBA Scholarship Fund. He is engaged to be married and has 
never been happier.

4
4 Scholars in 2013

over 1.6 
million dollars 
in scholarships 
granted since 1990

Average Scholarship is $5,227 
dollars and 
continues to rise 
each year.

Income Statement

2013 revenue $670,169

2013 expenses $510,948

net revenue $159,221

Scholarships Awarded $230,000

Balance Sheet

A CCo u n t  B A l A n C e S  

12/31/2013                     12/31/2012 

$ 2,252,247 $ 1,984,976

EXPENSES

Scholarships Awarded
$229, 825

Student outreach & 
Application process

$130,706

Fundraising & Donor 
Cultivation

$75,462

In-Kind Expenses
$38,134

Administration Expenses
$36,821

Individual Donations
$360,400

Corporate & Foundation 
Giving

$143,274

In-Kind Donations
$38,134

Interest & Dividends
$16,829

Net Event Income
$165,532

INCOME

2013 GSBA Scholarship Fund Financials



Your Investment at Work: former scholar, tyler Smith, shares his successes.

Tyler knows firsthand how difficult it is being gay within the foster care system. At the age of 11, Tyler’s mother 
delivered him to the Department of Social and Human Services. It was the most excruciatingly painful experience of 
his life. He was losing his mother and entering a system that was not accommodating to LGBTQ youth. Yet, Tyler also 
states that he is very grateful for this experience, as he had the good fortune of eventually ending up in the home of 
an amazing woman named Berdie Williams. 

Berdie not only gave Tyler unconditional love, nurturing, and support; she also taught him to love himself just the 
way he was. In her words, “Don’t you ever wish to be something you aren’t. You are an amazing person and not one 
part of you changes who you are. Love every aspect of you. It’s who you are and you cannot change that.” 

Since receiving a GSBA Scholarship in 2007 and 2008, Tyler has been busy. He graduated from the University of 
Washington and went on to earn his Master of Social Work from UW. He works at the UW Medical Center as the 
Manager of Clinical Quality Improvement. Not only does he work full time, he is also a doctoral candidate in Health Sciences at A.T. Still University.

Tyler serves on the Board of Directors for the Pierce County AIDS Foundation and Oasis Youth Center. He remains close with Berdie and has recently begun providing 
emotional support and care giving as she progresses into old age. Tyler and his partner, Joseph, recently purchased their first home in Tacoma.
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2014 Goals
•	 Unveil	a	new	level	of	corporate	sponsorships.	The	
Jewels	of	GSBA	highlight	companies	that	have	included	
the	Fund	as	part	of	their	corporate	philanthropy.	These	
members	support	the	chamber	of	commerce	and	the	
Scholarship	Fund	equally.

•	 Design	and	launch	a	new	website	to	allow	us	to	
connect	with	current	and	potential	donors	and	scholars.

•	 Articulate	and	document	the	Guiding	Principles	of	the	
Scholarship	Fund.	Revisit	polices	and	procedures	to	be	
sure	these	Guiding	Principles	are	reflected.

•	 Better	align	the	GSBA	and	GSBA	Scholarship	Fund	brand	
by	designing	a	new	logo	and	collateral	materials.

•	 Engage	members	of	the	Scholarship	Steering	
Committee	at	a	day-long	retreat	focused	on	
sustainability	and	growth.

2013 Accomplishments
•	 Implemented	a	Scholar	Engagement	Policy	to	encourage	
current	scholars	to	participate	with	the	Fund	and	
the	Chamber.	This	policy	was	created	by	our	Alumni	
Committee,	which	has	grown	over	the	past	year.	We	have	
regained	and	maintained	contact	with	former	scholars	
and	have	involved	current	scholars.

•	 Increased	attendance	at	the	both	the	Scholarship	Awards	
Dinner	and	the	TASTE	of	GSBA.	The	TASTE	raised	$124,000	
more	than	any	previous	event.

•	 Continued	to	see	an	increase	in	involvement	from	our	
community.	Over	100	volunteer	interviewers	reviewed	365	
applications	and	interviewed	90	applicants.

•	 Supported	our	first	ever	graduate	scholars.	The	board	
approved	the	expansion	of	the	program	to	include	
funding	for	past	GSBA	scholars	that	are	continuing	on	
to	graduate	school.	We	believe	this	is	an	example	of	
investing	in	our	next	generation	of	leaders.	Graduate	
scholars	received	at	least	$10,000	per	year.

•	 Awarded	$230,000	to	44	amazingly	bright	and	dedicated	
students.	The	amount	awarded	has	increased	each	year	
since	the	Fund	was	founded	in	1990.

Accomplishments & Goals
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2013 GSBA Scholarship Fund Investors

the GSBA Scholarship Fund continued its success 
because of your support. thank you for investing 
your dollars in the next generation of leaders.

e M e r A l D  
J e W e l  C l u B
D o r ot H Y
$10,000+

Linda & Elias Barzilai
Bil Blades
Mathew Bockus
Lonnye Bower
Jennifer Moran 
Michael Christopher 
 & Jeffery Schaefer
Robert Dlugosh* & Don McKee
Ray Fernandez & Meade Thayer
George & patricia Ann Fisher 

Foundation
Kevin Gaspari* & Kent Thoelke
Dena* & Ron Levine
Stephanie Dallas* & Krista Mann
Michael Melancon & 
 Glenn Johnson
Tina podlodowski & Barcy Fisher
Robert Rhodehamel & 
 Dana Snyder
RHR Foundation
Kurt Sarchet* & Kevin Spratt
Mona Smith*
Richard Sutton & Neil McDevitt*
John Wong* & Greg Combs

S C A r e C r o W
$5,000 – $9,999

Jonathan Bruns & Colin Meldrum
Charles Higbee & 
 Donald Benedict
Ernie Muñoz
Richard & Lois M.
Fred Schoen
Danielle & Brad Tilden
Kirsten Weiss*
Wells Fargo Bank

t I n  M A n 
$1,000 – $4,999

Jean & Joe Adams
Roen Ako* & Felicia Watson
Sam Askew
Desi Bailey
MJ Basta
Sydney Berry
Curtis Bigelow & paul Villa*
Wayne Bitterman
Bob Blackburn*
Rebecca Bogard
Sarah Bork & Tonya Henninger
Lonnye Bower
Rachael Brister*
Geoffrey Burbridge
Carrie Carson* & Lori Robb
Jim Cash & Dave Murray
Louise Chernin & Mary Klein
Bernard Choi
Douglas & Valerie Christensen
Sam Ciapanna
Mary Code

Sue & phil Coldwell
Michael Courtois & Marc Schwartz
Michael Crowell
Martha Davis* & pat Borchers
Scott Di Valerio
Drew Ness*
Lydia Edwards
A. David & Susan Erland
Bill Etnyre
peter Federici
Dana Fornasar & Carmen 

Hernandez
Steve Foss
Sean Foy
Angela Freeland
Debra Gesimondo
Ginny Gilder
Steve Gunn
Davis Harting
David owen Hastings
peter Hiatt & Ron Huden
International Gay Bowling 

organization
paul Ikeda & Scott Aitken
Yasuko Ikeda
William Kepper
Jeff Kinney & James Gomez
James Kostoroski
Lindsay Larson & Jenny Harding*
Brian Lavery
Mary Lonien & Sandra Smith
Jerrell Martin
Michael Mattmiller & 
 Jay petterson*
Mature Friends
Michele Maynard
Lillian McDonell
Milagros Salon Spa
Michael Miller
Dominick Minotti
Randy Murrish
Ryan Nass
Rene Neidhart* & Arthur Davis
Carolyn & Richard Nelson
Martha Norberg*
Lisa ohanesian
Ben page
paul paladino
John payes
Jorge peraza
Lisa pim
David pritchard
Robin Larmer*
Mark Rosén*
Seattle Foundation
Mike Sherlock
Nancy Smith
Richard Snyder
Val Styrlund
Kate Thayer
Shay Thoelke
James Howard VanderMeer
Ron Walters & Randall Dickson
Leslie Wheatley
John & Teresa White

l I o n 
$500 – $999

Allan Aquila*
Jerome Bader*
Ted Bash
Kate Beck
Allison Beezer & Mary Kudla
James Braden
Harley Broe & Nancy Knott
Christine & Greg Brusstar
Kyle Cable
Ann Carey
Matthew Centurion
Stephen Clifton & Ed Dorame
Donn Costa
Martyn Crook
Kris De Leon
Robert Delisle & Kenneth Hapke
philip Dubois
Lori Dugdale*
Mitch Evans* & Jeff Wolf
Mark Fabich
Moung Finh
Mr. & Mrs. Fuller
Josie Gardner & 
 Ramona Grondin
Christopher Gaynor & 
 Christopher Cote
Ted Gibson & Jason Backe
Barbara Grant
Rick Gross
Tammy Halstead
Roy Hamrick
Steve Hanks
New Chapter Weddings & Events
Ada Healey
Rod Hearne
Michael Holberg
Bennett Hornbostel
Teresa Hutson
Joseph & Melissa Irons
Kate Joncas
Rick & Wendy Kennard
Kerry Kirking
Gina Koehl
Melissa Lamfalusi
Eric Larson
Freyda Libman
Jennifer & Aaron Lindstrom
Brian Ludford & Tamara Tachdjian
Rob Macauley
Gina Marble
Brian Marchand
Linda Marzano & Julie Beall
John Mead
Joey & peter Mertel
Betsylew Miale-Gix
Manette Moses
Matt & Christi Mullet
Roger Nyhus
Millo ognissanti
Carla & Dennis o’Leary
Karen olson
olympic Hot Tub Company
Victor ongpin
Kevin otten
Jesse page & Brendon Taga
Laird patterson
Gordon prouty* & Steve Schryver
Liza Ragan
Bill Rodman
John Eric Rolfstad
Lee Rosén & priscilla Virant
Harry Ross & paul Hayes

Elisa Sansalone
Jill Scavotto
Michael Schemm
Greg Serum
Carly Siegwarth
Kevin Simison*
paul Sledd
Bob Stevenson
Gary Thogersen
Rebbie Thomas
Ulises Mark Chavez
Steven Van Horn
Jason Victor
Constance Von Muehlen
David Watkins
David G. Williams
Suzanne Williams
Bill Womack
George Wyscaver

G l e n D A 
$250 – $499

Mike Adams
Bryan Adamson
Dmitry Anipko
Tracy Baldwin
Maryjane Banks
Lance Belville
Tom Berninghausen 
 & Nancy Cook
Brett Bibby
Debbie Bird
Kim Bogucki
Betsy Bruce
Randall & Margaret Bupp
Heather Coles
Companis
peter Crook
David Adams & Cory Curtis
David Vinson & Neil Maertens
Donna Davis
Nikki Dickerson
Ed Dirks
Roz Edison & Kamala Saxton
James Finley
Darren Focareta
Dawn Frazier-Bohnert
Brian Giddens & Steve Rovig
Craig Goff
Matt Goodrich
Heidi Happonen
Chris Haworth
James Hillman
Karen Hoffman
Bill Hogan
Anthony Horton
Donna Jacobson
James & CK Coles Foundation
Tim Jayne
Andrea Jessee
David Johnson
Matt Ketcham
Gary Langenbach
Bill Lawrence
Anne Levinson
Julie Levy
Joseph Mayo
Lisa McCollum & Lisa olver
Chad Mikels
Chelsea Nelson
Rachelle Nesta
David & Jordie Neth
Alec puskas
John & Diane Sabey
CJ Saretto

paul Sherman
Tadashi Shiga
Rita Smith
Resandy Susanto
Terrilyn Sinclair 
     & Christine Wheeler-Sinclair  

Matthew Tevenan & 
 Daniel Cords 
Thomas pitchford & 
 Andrew Kamins
Matt Van Der peet
David Ward
Jennifer Wesselius
Mary Whisner
Mark Wilgus
Ari Worthman
Charles Zimmerman

M u n C H K I n 
$100 – $249

Barbara & Terry Aitken
Ann Alexander
Steve Arnold
Balagan Theatre
omar Baraza
Kelly Battles
Jacqueline Beamer
Cynthia Becker
Scott Bennett
Charlie Birdsbill & 
 Andrew Snavely
Steffie & Lew Bowman
Steve Bryant &  Michael Greer
Cynthia Buhr
Robert Campbell
Kelline Carroll
Zachary Carstensen
Josh Castle
El Centro de la Raza
Jeff Chase
Jacinda Chislum
Ted Clark
Jennifer Coburn
Dan & Terry Constant
Tory Contreras
Anna & Michael Cooper
Carlin Coulter
Richard Cross
Debbie Curtis
David Daniels
Ken Davis
Larry Davis
phil Day & Rick North
Ryan Digges*     & Ryan Ceurvorst 
Alice Doi
Kristin Dorrity
Amanda DuBois
Wendy Einarrson
Sara Elward
Leah Fairbank
Greg Fitzpatrick
Marci Flanery
Gerardo Flores 
 & Guadalupe Sandoval
Fogón Cocina Mexicana
Robert Foley
Kenneth Fowler
Lori Friedt*
Kevin Geiger
John Gilbert
Navreet Gill
Lori Gilliam & Sue Benyak
Bev Gilstad
Robert Gloster
Kay Godefroy

Jen Greene
Chris & Amalia Gregorich
Sharon Groves
Ryan Hager
Jody Hall
Kathy & Bob Hall
Ruth Haney
Susan Hawkins
Alison Heidergott & 
 Kim Tuttle
patrick Hogan
Douglas Holley
Renee Hopkins
Mike Hritzo
Vicki Jarmin
Barb Jayne
Leilani Jesse
Shavic Jones
Jessica Joseph
Kaladi Brothers Coffee
Michael Klebeck
Dennis Krantz
Cara Kroenke
Jody Laflen
Johnine Larsen & 
 Gaile Fitzgerald
Lauren Guzauskas & 
 Brandon Crook
Rachel Lauritzen Shelton
Vicky Lee
Wendy Lehman
Brad Lichtenstein
Leslie Lippi
Ernie Lou
Jonathan “Mac” Macaranas
Jeff Maggioli
Anthony Maschmedt
David Mason
Christi Matthews
Councilmember Joe McDermott & 

Michael Culpepper
Kerry McGowne
Brandon McKay
JJ McKay
Leigh McMillan
Steve Meyer
Dr. S Mings
Linn Mobley
Richelle Monahan
Michael Morgan
Michael Murray
Cher Myers
b.g. Nabors-Glass
Adam Nance
Sallie Neillie
patricia Ness
Network For Good
Jane Nishita
Chrissy & James Noddings
Brian oberdan
Sheri oberg
James & Gloria oBrien
Shawn padilla
Lisa palmer
Ann paris
Sunae park
pete Norby & 
 Karen pool Norby
Rick peterson 
 & Thomas DeVera
Kamal pillay
John pinette
Nikki plaid* & Tanya Tarnecki
Leanne plancic
Scott plusquellec
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Brent ponton
Marj press
Joseph puhlman
Aimee Rachunok
Zan Ray
Dick Reed
Hon. Jean Rietschel & 
 Lois Thelford
Christian Renner
Robert Reynolds
Monique Ripley
paul Rogers
Christopher Roxas
Tim Salcedo
Jayne Sallerson
Deb Schaack
Alta Schlosser
Tim Schoonover
Lisa Schuchman
Stephen Scott
Sundee Scouten
Shannon Sheppard
Meryn & Nicholas Shetye
Sandy & Jay Simon
Rhonda Smith
Sarah Smith & Katie Hester
Alex Sollek
Solstice
Van Spires
Kate Starbird & 
 Melissa Marsh 
Kristin Stred
Joe Sullivan
Ross Swartwout
Mark Sztainbok
Taylor Shellfish Farms
Alan Taylor
Bill Tedstrom
Gail Terzi
The Law office of Andre olivie, 

pLLC
Jennifer Theissing
Bradley G. Thompson
Loreli Thompson
Tori Thurman
Andy Turman
John Urquhart
Calvin Goings*
Jim Vasilj
Ruth Emily Vogel
Tim Wagner
Rebecca Wakefield
Luke Walker
Rep. Brady Walkinshaw
Laura Weinberg
Kayla Weiner
Scott Whipple
Craig Williams
Stacy Willoughby
Aubree Wilson
Barb Wilson
Matthew Wilson
Leslie Wolford
Larry Woods-palmer
Jason Yormark

toto
up to $99

Linda Kaye Anderson
Dan Arita
Bryan & DeDe Backstrom
Samantha & Chris Barringer
Daniel Benson
Mr. & Mrs. Bergquist
Amy Berquist
page Berry

Dawn Bockus
Scout Broadhead
Kellie Carlson
Zach Cooper
John Corso
Susan Dearth & Marilyn Hepner
Maryanne deGoede
Lani DeVera-Molina
Russell Dines
Makiko Doi
Reed Dunn
Nick Egan
Gabe Engler & Anastasia 

Davidoff
Elaine Field
Rafael & Margarita Fonseca
Jamie & Marcus Gepner
Jerry Gilbert
Layne Greer
Michelle Grub
John Hannahs
Ted Healy
Ken & Sandra Helms
Craig Henry
Sarah Henry
Ryan Hicks
Brittney Jones
Megan Keller
Josh Kemper & Brandon Rust
David Kennedy
Brandon Koeller
David Kosar & Kelly DiCicco
Gerry Kunkel
Jim Lasersohn
Lindsae Long
Eden Lord
Andy McKim
Elisa Miller
Linda Morton
Daniel Nadig
Ms. Indie Nile
Barry North
Don okazaki
Marcia & Andrew palk
Julie parmenter
Jeffrey petrovic
Monique Ramos
Connie Rinchiuso & Carolyn 

Keim
peter Robertson
Robert Romeo
Kathy & Geoff Sakahara
Sarah & Jesse Salomon
Darrell Seeger
Rodney Shutt & Gary Davis
Barbara Silverstein
Amanda Slepski
Tyler Smith 
John Sparkman
Stephanie & René Bravmann
Frank Stilwagner
Anjana Sundaram
Karen Sung
Christine Suter
Margaret Sutro
Teresa Takeshita
Jenny Ting & Michele Gomes
Timothy Tomlinson
Long Vo
Kevin Wang
Jon Warn
Teri Wheeler
Michelle Wilkinson
Danielle & Rhan Williams
Lauren Williams
Matthew Woolcott

r A I n B o W  C l u B
Members are welcomed into the 
Rainbow Club by naming the 
GSBA Scholarship Fund in their 
will. The following donors have 
made arrangements to benefit 
the Fund in their estate plans.
Bil Blades
Mathew Bockus
James Braden
Robert Dlugosh* & Don McKee
Steve Gunn
David owen Hastings
David Kosar & Kelly DiCicco
Craig Lindberg
Richard Sutton & Neil McDevitt*
Michael Melancon & Glenn 

Johnson
Dominick Minotti
Robert petersen
David poot*
C. Wight Reade
Robert Rhodehamel & Dana 

Snyder
Richard C. Rolfs
Mark Rosén*
Michael Schemm

CorporAte DonorS
Century Link Eagle
Microsoft Corporation
outerwall Inc.
Safeco Insurance
Seattle Storm
Wells Fargo

W o r K p l A C e  G I V I n G 
A n D  M AtC H I n G  G I F t 
Co M pA n I e S
Alaska Airlines
AXA Foundation
Bank of America
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Boeing Employee Community 

Fund
The Bungie Foundation
Expedia Gives
Coinstar Employee Matched 

Giving program
Expedia Gives
Microsoft
pwC
Russell Investments
UBS Financial Services

S C H o l A r S H I p 
D I n n e r  S p o n S o r S
Seattle Goodwill
Microsoft
Carter Subaru
Union Bank

S C H o l A r S H I p 
D I n n e r  S u p p o r t I n G 
S p o n S o r S
Anton Ville
Aria Style
Fun Frames photo Booth
Girlie press
Ketcham Design
:Nota Bene Cellars
Team photogenic
Yoyostring Creative

tA S t e  o F  G S B A 
p r e S e n t I n G 
pA r t n e r
1st Security Bank 

tA S t e  o F  G S B A 
M A r Q u e e  S p o n S o r S
J.p. Morgan Chase
outerwall
Svedka Imported Vodka
Vulcan

tA S t e  o F  G S B A 
p r e M I e r  S p o n S o r S
Alaska Airlines
Holland American Cruise Line
Hogue Cellars
Inspire Youth project
KeyBank Broadway at the 

paramount
New Chapter Weddings & 

Events
Seattle Storm

tA S t e  o F  G S B A 
S u p p o r t I n G 
S p o n S o r S
Aria Style 
Choice Linens
Fun Frames photo Booth
Girlie press
InterChange Media
Ketcham Design
pedersen’s
prop Gallery
Red Balloon Co.
Reliable Movers
Team photogenic

Co C KtA I l  Co n t e S t, 
W I n e r I e S  & 
tA S t e  o F  G S B A 
pA r t I C I pA n t S
Amato Catering
Barage Cellars
Bartholomew Winery
BoKA Restaurhant & Bar
Cameron Catering
City Catering Company
Elsom cellars
Fidelitas Wines
Herban Feast
Hook & plow
Julia’s on Broadway
Laurelhurst Cellars
Lisa Dupar Catering
Lobby Bar
:Nota Bene Cellars
poco Wine + Spirits
Robert Ramsay Cellars
Rview / Renaissance Seattle 

Hotel
Sazerac
Taylor Shellfish
Terra plata
Tom Douglas Restaurants
Tommy Gun
Tutta Bella Neapolitan pizzeria
Tuxedos and tennis Shoes 

Catering and Events
Two Tartes Café & Catering
Urbane at Hyatt olive 8

2 0 1 3  r u B Y  S l I p p e r 
Co r p o r At e 
S p o n S o r S
DML Insurance Services
Moss Adams Wealth Advisors

2 0 1 3  r u B Y  S l I p p e r 
S u p p o r t I n G 
S p o n S o r S
Aria Style
David owen Hastings Design + 

Fine Art
Team photogenic
poco wine + spirits 
Harpists Anonymous

2 0 1 3  S C H o l A r S H I p 
S u p p o r t e r S
Seattle Central Community 

College
SpringHill Suites Seattle
Starbucks
Whole Foods

G S B A  S C H o l A r S H I p 
S t e e r I n G  Co M M I t t e e
Neil McDevitt*, Chair
Allan Aquila*
Lonnye Bower
Louise Chernin
Stephanie Dallas*
Martha Davis*
Ryan Digges * 
Sara Elward
Kevin Gaspari*
Steve Gunn
Robin Larmer*
Michael Melancon
Martha Norberg*
Bob Rhodehamel
Mark Rosén*
Kurt Sarchet*
Meade Thayer
Kirsten Weiss*
John Wong*
Jessica Wootten

G S B A  S C H o l A r S H I p 
A l u M n I  Co M M I t t e e  

Arianna Allahyar 
Ryan Digges*
Frank Huguenin, Chair*
Kevin Simison
Eddie Um
Jessica Wootten

G S B A  S C H o l A r S H I p 
I n t e r V I e W e r S  & 
V o l u n t e e r S
Dmitry Anipko
Kenneth Aphibal
Isis Asare
Cynthia Becker
Eric Bennett
Mara Blazquez
Mathew Bockus
Lonnye Bower
Genevieve Bryant
Duncan Burgess
Carrie Carson*
James Cash
Matt Centurion
Stephanie Cohu
Martyn Crook
Robert Delisle
Emilio Diaz
Ryan Digges * 
Kyle Dinniene
Edwin Dirks
Robert Dlugosh*
Stefanie Dolman
Ed Dorame
Kate Duran

Ron Dysart
Lydia Edwards
Mitch Evans*
pete Federici
Ray Fernandez
Nicole Fogerty
Dana Fornasar
Kevin Gaspari*
Kent Gerlach
Debra Gesimondo
Steve Gunn
Louis Haslett*
Lynn Haslett
Carmen Hernandez
Luis Hernandez
Bennett Hornbostel
Mike Hritzo
Andrea Jessee
Joshua Kemper
Nate Kimball
Andrew Kum
R.J. Lambert
Robin Larmer*
Kristina Larsen
C.J. Lebert
Louisa Mackenzie
Christi Matthews
Shawn McGuire
Don McKee
Daniel Menkens
Nataly Miller
Nicole Miyoshi
Chris Mulready
Ernie Muñoz
Travis Murins
Joyce Nelson
Francina Noordhoek
Martha Norberg*
Millo ognissanti
Kevin otten
Darren parker
John payés
Meg peavey
Jorge peraza
Elle peters
Thomas pitchford
Tobias pulliam
Emma Ramsbottom
Dick Reed
Harry Ross
Chris Russell
Brandon Rust
Kathy Sakahara
Daniel Sakar
CJ Saretto
Marc Schwartz
Shannon Sheppard
paul Sledd
Rita Smith
Mona Smith*
Mark Sztainbok
Meade Thayer
Shay Thoelke
Nancy Tran
Edward Um 
Ronniel Valdez
Jason Victor
Travis Voboril
Frank Wagner
James Weston
Christine Wheeler-Sinclair 
David Williams
petra Wilson 
Judith Wood

* past or current GSBA 
board members

 past scholarship recipients
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2014 GSBA Scholars
Carmel Aronson (Corvallis, oR) – A social worker, Carmel 
is passionately engaged in the addiction recovery community 
and is returning to school to advance her knowledge in the field. 
She aspires to eventually combine her passion for social justice, 
addiction recovery, and holistic healing to support members of the 
queer community in achieving their full potential. Carmel fervently 
believes that liberation movements are the most successful when 
they are based on the strongest force in the universe – love!

Heni Barnes (Coupeville) – Growing up in Coupeville, Heni 
realized she was a lesbian in middle school and spent the next few 
years coming to understand herself. She started a GSA and organized 
the All-Island Rainbow prom, connecting the three high schools on 
Whidbey Island and creating stronger awareness for LGBT equality. 
She plans on earning a dual degree in Geology and Geophysics in 
order to become a planetary geologist and work for NASA.

Alik Brundrett (Boulder, Co) – A web/graphic and user-
experience design student at the Art Institute of Seattle, Alik has 
spent the last 8 years working in digital marketing, copywriting, 
and public relations. He frequently works with nonprofit and 
advocacy organizations, specifically those concerned with HIV/
AIDS and transgender and women’s healthcare providers. He will 
continue using his skills in digital media, communications, and 
design to assist public outreach causes. In his spare time, Alik is an 
active triathlete, marathon runner, and long-distance cyclist, and 
runs for causes such as the AIDS Life/Cycle, Race for the Cure, and 
the Race to End Blindness.

Miki Cabell (Hoquiam) – As woman of mixed heritage who 
walked the borderlands of two worlds, Miki was seldom fully 
accepted by either. As a child, she was deeply conflicted as a person 
of two cultures, and judged deeply for her sexuality. A three-time 
GSBA scholar, Miki is completing her Master’s this year and will 
continue on to Whakatane Awanuiāranga, a Māori university in 
New Zealand, to earn a phD in Indigenous Studies. She is deeply 
committed to being a voice, changing fear into promise and hope for 
her people in the future.

Krystal Campagna (San Jose) – Krystal is a Counselor 
for YouthCare, where she provides a helping hand to homeless 
youth in need. She knows firsthand the challenges they face, 
having gone through 23 different foster placements before age 
twelve and then becoming homeless at thirteen. The first woman 
in her family to attend university, Krystal has been advocating 
for herself and the LGBTQA community for as long as she can 
remember. She is pursuing degrees in Nutritional & Culinary Arts 
and Nutrition & Clinical psychology from Bastyr University, with 
high hopes to one day open her own homeless youth facility.

Audrey Chavarria Calderon (Mexico City) – Born in 
Mexico, Audrey’s family moved to Alabama in search of a better 
life. While in Alabama, he became aware of his identity as a young 
gay Latino man. Faced with the double challenge of a rising wave 
of anti-immigrant laws and a deeply homophobic community, his 
family then relocated to Washington. Currently studying Computer 
Science at the University of Washington – Tacoma, Audrey is a 
two-time GSBA Scholar and is one of the leaders of El Batallon Unido 
at the Rainbow Center. one of his deepest desires is to change his 
community and help others around him so that they don’t have to 
face similar challenges by themselves.

Maksym Dedushko (Chernihiv, Ukraine) - Maksym won 
an exchange student scholarship at the age of 16 to study for a 
year in the US. Afraid to return to Ukraine and mandatory military 
conscription after coming out, he received asylum here in the United 
States. Currently studying at the University of Washington, Maksym 
is a double major in Chemistry and Molecular Biology. He has been 
accepted to a graduate program at UW and will pursue a phD in 
Biological and Inorganic Chemistry. His dream is to do basic research 
that will lead to breakthroughs in the treatment of HIV and other 
infectious diseases.

Dong Dinh (Seattle) – A first-generation American and college 
student, Dong is studying Spanish and Communications at Western 
Washington University. His immigrant family continues to struggle 
to pay the bills and keep a roof over their heads, but, despite these 
struggles, he was able to go to college and find himself. He works 
hard to support fellow students by providing peer-to-peer mentoring 
and advocating for social justice. After completing his Bachelor’s, 
Dong intends to earn a Master’s in Student Affairs Administration to 
create a safer and more inclusive environment for underrepresented, 
marginalized and first-generation college students.

Deanna East (Lacey) – An activist, volunteer, educator, 
community organizer and mother of two, Deanna enjoys supporting 
people in creating lives they love. She has founded and run three 
independent programs for homeless and low-income students. She 
has co-founded and led several community organizations, including 
a Bisexual Women’s Support Group in Lacey for the last seven years. 
Her current challenge is creating the time and resources to complete 
her Bachelor’s at the Evergreen State College. This will be her first 
step toward becoming an administrator for an agency offering 
services to homeless or low income populations.
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 Melissa Ebben (Appleton, WI) – Melissa recently graduated with 
high honors from Everett Community College’s nursing program. The week 
of her graduation, she ran a half marathon in 2 hours and 5 minutes. As the 
political Liaison for the Student Nurses organization, she organized book 
drives for the Seattle Books to prisoners and spoke to hundreds of students 
about volunteering for the under served. She currently volunteers with 
forensic nurses as a victim advocate, and has been serving sexual assault 
and domestic violence survivors. After obtaining her Bachelor’s in Nursing, 
she will continue on with a phD program in hopes of becoming psychiatric 
Mental Health Nurse practitioner.

Helena Farrell (olympia) – Living in a conservative environment 
has been a challenge for Helena, but has taught her to be a stronger 
person. She works to provide a safe environment for mentally disabled 
adults and, through her writing, she finds it possible to foster a safe 
environment for youth belonging to sexual and gender minorities. She is 
moving across the country to Burlington, Vermont to study professional 
Writing at Champlain College. Through her writing Helena hopes to 
raise issues of representation for both the LGBTQ and mentally disabled 
communities.

Miles French (Seattle) – An openly gay triplet in a family of eight, 
Miles has been recognized as a leader among his peers through his work 
with the Congress of Racial Equality and his school’s GSA. He was the 
captain of the Garfield High School swim team and competed in the state 
finals. He will attend Lewis & Clark College to study pre-med and then 
continue on to graduate school to become a licensed naturopathic doctor 
with a dual degree in Ayurvedic medicine.

Jake Funkhouser (South Bend) – Facing a rough time after coming 
out, Jake immersed himself in a variety of activities and worked to craft a 
safe space for himself. He successfully emerged as valedictorian of his class 
and served on the Washington State Legislative Youth Advisory Council. 
A two-time GSBA Scholar, he is studying primate Behavior & Ecology and 
psychology at Central Washington University, with the goal of working in a 
career in primate advocacy and animal behavior, social work or academic 
counseling.

Rigoberto Garcia (Valle de Banderas, Mexico) – From a small 
town in Nayarit, Mexico, Rigoberto’s father threw him out of his home after 
coming out at age 17. He immigrated to the United States when he was 
19 in hopes of finishing his schooling, but struggled to find the resources. 
Completing ESL classes at Seattle Central allowed him to earn his GED 
in 2005, and with the help of merit scholarships he enrolled at Highline 
Community College. He is now graduating with honors and transferring to 
Seattle University. His dream is to complete a Bachelor’s in Accounting & 
Finance and to apply that knowledge to the LGBTQ community, especially 
those who struggle the most.

Katy Imbrone (St. paul, MN) – Katy is a 25-year 
old returning student and three-time GSBA scholar. She is 
pursuing a BA/BS in applied mathematics and education 
at the Evergreen State College. Active in her community, 
Katy serves as a shop steward for the ILWU Local 5 and is 
engaged in various community organizations. passionate 
about education reform, Katy plans to teach mathematics 
at the middle and high school level to help deconstruct 
the systematic tracking out of students from mathematical 
and technical fields. Katy plans to pursue a Master’s in 
Teaching with certifications in secondary mathematics and 
humanities.

MJ Juhre (Greenacres) - MJ grew up in a small, 
conservative town outside of Spokane. They graduated 
from the University of Washington in 2013 with a BA in 
psychology and a minor in Diversity. They founded an LGBTQ 
activist group, worked as a resident advisor and served with 
the queer mentor program. MJ now works as a behavioral 
specialist at Ryther, providing coaching and a safe, positive 
living space for children ages 6-14, many of whom are in the 
foster system and have experienced abuse and neglect. This 
year MJ will be starting their Master’s in Social Work.

Lane Kaiser (Bremerton) – Raised in a small navy 
town, Lane graduated from olympic College at age 18 and 
currently studies social work at portland State University. He 
is a community educator and LGBT activist working on being 
a competent agent of change to benefit diverse communities. 
Growing up trans in a military town was dangerous and 
terrifying. Lane organized an all-inclusive prom for LGBTQ 
youth and their allies around the olympic peninsula. Lane 
says that if he can prevent one person from enduring the 
abuse he endured, then his work will have value. 

Chantelle Korver (Rancho Cucamonga, CA) – Born and 
raised in Southern California, Chantelle is the first person in her 
family to attend college. She is currently pursuing a Bachelor’s 
in Acupuncture & oriental Medicine at Bastyr University, where 
she is proud to have received straight-As. She plans to complete 
her degree and continue on for a Doctorate of Naturopathic 
Medicine, with the goal of opening her own practice.
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Gavin Mast (olympia) – Throughout his life, Gavin has faced 
many challenges and hardships that have shaped him into the 
person he is today. All of the barriers in his way have sent him 
on a journey of self-discovery and exploration in finding himself, 
his passions, and the things that are important in life. With the 
power and potential to make a difference, he is embarking on a 
career path that will break down barriers of minority groups and 
improve equal access and the quality of life for people plagued by 
oppression and injustice. 

Rafael Padilla (Seattle) – Moving from the philippines at 
age 7, Rafael was raised with his family’s strict Catholic values 
and only recently came out to his parents. Around the same time, 
his mother came out with her own secret – their family’s status 
as undocumented residents. Despite tears and obstacles, they are 
working through it. He founded his high school’s math and science 
club, helped lead the Filipino club and committed 500 hours to 
environmental service. He plans on becoming a nurse practitioner 
to manage his own clinic focused on providing healthcare to 
disadvantaged and queer youth.

Darlene Palmer (Spokane) - A first-generation college 
student and four-time GSBA Scholar, Darlene is entering her 
senior year at Washington State University. She is committed to 
bringing visibility to Spokane’s LGBTQ community. As a Hispanic 
lesbian, she is raising her daughter and stepdaughter to be proud, 
independent people who are true to themselves.

Landyn Pan (Bothell) – As a trans person and Chinese immigrant 
raised by a single mother, Landyn has experienced marginalization and 
internal struggles much of his life. He works with Trans Student Equality 
Resources, creating viral infographics on trans terminology, youth and safe 
school statistics. He is a GSA leader, a photographer and a SIFF committee 
member. Last month Landyn was named to the 2014 Trans 100 list. His 
interest in societal impacts has driven him to pursue a degree in pR & 
Advertising at Chapman University, and he hopes to continue queer activism 
throughout his life.

Ashley Peers (Snohomish) – Growing up in a small town in the 
Sky Valley has helped Ashley foster a great sense of civic duty. While she 
loves where she grew up, it was not always easy to be a young lesbian there. 
Now living in Bellingham, she has found her place within a larger queer 
community. A two-time GSBA scholar, Ashley attends Western Washington 
University where she is studying Biology. She plans to continue on to 
medical school and become a surgeon specializing in helping the queer 
community of the pacific Northwest.

Jazmine Perez (Quincy) – Born and raised in what most people 
consider the middle of nowhere, Jazmine was a surprise to her parents 
and older brothers. A first-generation college student at the University of 
Washington, her goal is to become a psychiatrist and life-long advocate 
for mental health and sexual assault and relationship violence prevention. 
She enjoys physical activity and catching as many sunsets as possible, and 
hopes to pick up the violin before entering medical school.

Mara Rae (Tacoma) –Mara has been extremely active in the 
community and has long-standing dedication to the oasis Youth Center, 
the Rainbow Center and pierce County AIDS Foundation. She is completing 
her second year in the Molecular Biology program at Tacoma Community 
College. Her goal is pursuing a career in medical research and working 
toward finding a cure for HIV/AIDS.

Kyle Rapiñan (Shoreline) – overcoming homophobic family 
members and a period of homelessness, Kyle has overcome his rough start 
to shine as a community leader. Among other accomplishments, he was a 
lead organizer of Queer Youth Space. As a mixed-race and queer individual, 
he is very passionate about racial, economic and immigrant justice. After 
four years as a GSBA scholar at the University of Washington, Kyle is now a 
third-year law student at Northeastern University Law School.

Zane Rapiñan (Shoreline) – Self-identified qenderqueer Zane faced 
academic repression and a repressive home life. They developed the self-
determination to move out and gain their diploma early. To advocate for 
other gender nonconforming people, Zane initiated a non-binary breakout 
group at Ingersoll Gender Center, and they serve as the creative director 
of Trans Lives Matter. An engineering student at Seattle Central, they are 
active in phi Theta Kappa and the Queer Straight Alliance. passionate about 
transforming, improving and creating systems of empowerment in social 
justice movements, Zane has dedicated their career toward equalizing 
underprivileged communities’ access to social and physical resources.
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Colby Rezayat (Bainbridge Island) – Colby has always been proud 
of his persian-American background and he is driven to be a strong 
mentor and educator. He attended Skagit Valley College and Western 
Washington University for his Bachelor’s in Human Services. He worked for 
Skagit Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Services as their education 
and prevention coordinator. He previously served as the president for 
Washington State pFLAG Council. Colby is currently attending the University 
of Washington for his Master’s in Social Work and loving every moment of it, 
particularly with the company of his two pugs, Sadee and Bella.

Zeena Rivera (Des Moines) – Zeena is already a leader. She is the 
founder of Be! Magazine (an online magazine written by and for LGBTQ+ 
youth and allies), president of her school’s underground GSA, and a student 
leader of the #keepmrz2013 movement raising awareness of LGBTQ 
employment inequality in Catholic schools. At school, Zeena is part of 
the International Thespian Society, National Honor Society and Campus 
Ministry. She aspires to affect social change through her interests in 
psychology and journalism, potentially as a university professor. She will be 
attending Seattle University in the fall.

Julius Rodriguez (Seattle) – A two-time GSBA scholar at the 
University of Washington, Julius will graduate next year and continue on 
to graduate school. He hopes to pursue UW’s Queer and Sexuality Studies 
certificate program and follow an activist path involving both teaching and 
academic writing. He has committed his education to studying systemic 
inequalities and solutions from marginalized points of view. As a queer 
trans first-generation immigrant, he is invested in building political and 
interpersonal connections between marginalized communities. Julius 
was named the New Century Scholar of Washington State by phi Theta 

Kappa and has also received the David Kopay GLBT Scholarship and a pride 
Foundation Scholarship.

Alberto Rodriguez-Escobedo (Aguascalientes, Mexico) – 
Growing up, Alberto felt torn between his Hispanic heritage and American 
culture. In a delicate dance between these two worlds, he always felt like 
he lacked a vital piece of the puzzle, which just never seemed to click. The 
day he learned that he will never belong to one specific group allowed him 
to become one with himself. He realized that what he thought was a curse 
was a blessing, that he had the best of both worlds. Now he is pursuing a 
degree in psychology to make sure that no one else feels hatred because of 
who they are.

Cade Schmidt (Ephrata) – When Cade was 15, he set his 
sights on a career in journalism. Now, after four years at Western 
Washington University, he has nearly completed his degree in 
Visual Journalism, with a second major in Studio Art. A three-
time GSBA scholar, Cade currently works as the editor-in-chief 
of a school newspaper and has worked to establish ground rules 
for inclusive and respectful reporting on marginalized identities. 
He also worked to create a process that allows students and 
faculty to have their preferred name listed throughout the 
university system. After graduating, Cade will continue to be a 
champion for marginalized people with a career in media and 
photojournalism.

Tyle – A junior English major and Theater minor at Whitman 
College, Tyle is an editor for several campus publications 
including Whitman College’s blue moon, quarterlife, and 
QUEERING. A visual artist, poet and playwright, Tyle crafts plays 
for Instant play Festivals and one-act play competitions at 
Whitman, continuously building upon their directing, acting, 
design and gender illusion experience. Tyle assists with Feminists 
Advocating Change and Empowerment and their publication 
promoting awareness of sexual violence and gendered 
oppression and The Breaking Ground Monologues. Tyle also 
serves as an Artistic Chair for the GLBTQ Club and committee 
member for Whitman’s annual DragFest.

Alejandra Silva Hernández (Vancouver) – originally 
from oaxaca, Mexico, four-time GSBA scholar Alejandra will soon 
be graduating from the University of Washington with a degree in 
Microbiology. This will be one of her proudest achievements, not 
only because of the rigor of her program of study, but because 
she will be one of the few women of color to complete it. Cancer 
research is incredibly important to Alejandra, as her mother has 
battled the disease for almost four years. She is currently working 
at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center as a translator, 
and has just accepted a position in a lab there to study the anti-
carcinogenic properties of cruciferous vegetables.

Cady Smith (Eatonville) – In her final year at pacific 
Lutheran University, three-time GSBA Scholar Cady says that her 
personal mission is to have her work give voice to those who have 
been silenced due to oppression. A small-town girl at heart, she 
is preparing to spend a semester abroad studying graphic design 
in Denmark. Cady has worked tirelessly to promote diversity and 
provide support for LGBTQ youth in rural communities like her 
hometown of Eatonville. She has big plans after graduating and 
aims to continue her work advocating for the LGBTQ community.

Angela Tang (Seattle) – The first in her family to attend 
college, Angela is passionate about social justice, economics 
and psychology. As a first-generation American, she struggled 
reconciling her Chinese-Vietnamese heritage while growing up in 
Seattle. Angela faced being disowned after coming out, but she 
persisted in hopes of being accepted. A two-time GSBA scholar, 
Angela attends Whitman College, where she is Co-president 
of their LGBTQ group. She hopes to continue to serve as a role 

model to the first-generation, LGBTQ and Asian communities. This 
summer Angela will be working as a fellow with the Washington 
Bus, where she will learn how to create progressive change 
through politics.
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Mick Wiegenstein (Hansville) – Mick always 
knew that he was different. In a conservative town, he 
was liberal. In a school where few people graduate, 
he aimed for Stanford. He kept up his GpA even as he 
looked over his shoulder, aware that at any moment he 
could be thrown into a garbage can or spat on for openly 
expressing that he was Mick Henry, instead of Mary Emma 
as his birth certificate proclaimed. Thanks to the support 
of his family, he has begun to thrive in his new life in the 
Bay Area, pursuing his degree and dreaming of a society 
where no LGBTQ youth need to worry about something as 
basic as their safety.

Antony Xczar (Milwaukie, oR) – The first member 
of his family to go to college, Antony is committed to 
a lifetime of service, dedication to the poor and to the 
institutionally disadvantaged. He has experienced real life 
challenges that he has overcome to help others, as well 
as himself. Antony’s goal is to help those who are most 
vulnerable in society, such as those who have experienced 
trauma and the elderly.

Parisa Yekalamlari (Gig Harbor) – parisa says that her 
hometown of Gig Harbor has gifted her with opportunity 
beyond measure. She is president of the REACH/WAYS Club 
at Gig Harbor High School, helping families with or affected 
by HIV. She teaches her peers about sexual health as part 
of planned parenthood’s Teen Council and her school’s AIDS 
peers Educating eXchange. She was a Running Start student 
at Tacoma Community College. parisa is moving to Manhattan 
in the fall to attend NYU, where she will major in politics and 
eventually become a civil lawyer. Through civil law she will 
fight to change the American judicial system to better protect 
marginalized people. 

Anthony Yun (Bellevue) – A queer person of color, 
Anthony has often felt difficulty finding a position within his 
communities. A three-time GSBA scholar and junior at the 
UW Foster School of Business, Anthony is passionate about 
helping students reach their potential through professional 
development. on campus, Anthony enthusiastically gives tours, 
walking backward to help students move forward. He also serves 
with out for Undergrad, connecting LGBTQ students across the 
country to supportive professional networks. He is the Future 
Business Leaders of America’s state champion in economics, 
management analysis and business decision making.  His goal is 
a career designing, planning and improving global supply chains 
capable of providing quality low-cost medicine to expand HIV/
AIDS treatments.

Ruben Zecena (San Salvador, El Salvador) – A queer Latino 
man, Ruben is a three-time GSBA scholar pursuing an English 
degree with a Women’s & Gender Studies minor at Washington 
State University. He worked to bring Delta Lambda phi - a 
fraternity for GBT men – to his campus. He applies the academic 
theories he learns in the classroom to his real-world activism. 
He volunteers for Alternatives to Violence of the palouse and 
the WSU Gender & Sexuality Alliance. He hopes to increase the 
visibility of queer and people of color writers in his lessons and 
provide his future students with the ability to recognize social 
inequalities and the importance of fighting for social justice.

Harley Tonelli (Seattle) - Harley is a vocalist and 
guitarist currently studying Music Business & Management 
at Berklee College of Music in Boston. Harley works as a peer 
Advisor for incoming students and a Student Government 
Representative, and is a Managing Member and DJ Trainer 
at the Berklee Radio Network. In the past, Harley served 
as a founding member of the gender and sexuality justice 
initiative We Need Queer Youth Space Seattle. Harley hopes 
to use their college education to further the visibility of 
LGBTQ+ artists in the music industry through a career as an 
artist manager.



Investing in our Future: Dana Snyder and Bob rhodehamel, GSBA Scholarship Fund Donors, share their inspiration.

Both Dana and Bob have shown their own commitment to people who are HIV+ through a private foundation they 
established in 2000. Their foundation has provided funding for organizations that serve the HIV+ population in 
Seattle, the San Francisco Bay Area, and Indiana. While living in Indiana, Bob was very active in an AIDS support 
organization and co-founded an organization that has developed many hundreds of units of affordable housing for 
special needs populations. Recently Bob has joined the GSBA Scholarship Steering Committee. 

Given their passion, it was no surprise that when they attended their first GSBA Scholarship Awards Dinner in 2011, 
they were blown away by the scholars’ hopes and dreams to change the world. Even more they were delighted to 
hear that so many students had career aspirations of helping those living with HIV and AIDS. 

After much discussion they concluded that the most compelling fund they could establish would be one to 
encourage studies that would lead to, or continue, a career serving people who are living with HIV and AIDS. Bob 
and Dana’s new scholarship is called the Future Ribbons Scholarship. Future Ribbons refers to the red ribbons that 
were first worn in 1991 to symbolize one’s awareness of, compassion toward, and commitment to people living with 
AIDS and their caregivers.  The Future Ribbons Scholarship Fund pledges $10,000 annually to one or more students 
who are committed to studies that will prepare them for a career helping those living with HIV and AIDS. These 
studies may be in the areas of supportive services, advocacy, or to finishing the dream of finding a cure through 
research. Each scholarship recipient will symbolize a future ribbon.

Since its creation, four Future Ribbons Scholarships have been awarded to students who will undoubtedly go on to 
make a difference in the lives of people. Bob and Dana say, “As is the case with all of the GSBA Scholars, our Future 

Ribbons Scholars have such passion for their fields of study. They are so smart, and their enthusiasm is amazing. It is obvious that they want to help people and position 
themselves to make a real difference in the world. In our case this of course involves helping those with HIV/AIDS. It is so clear that investing in them will make a huge and 
beneficial difference.”

Dana and Bob have gained so much from participating with the Scholarship Fund. They both agree that the Scholarship Awards Dinner is the highlight of their year. Beyond 
the wonderful interactions with the scholars, they have met incredible people within the GSBA Community. Their involvement with the Fund has been so uplifting that 
they encourage everyone to participate with the Scholarship Fund. They go on to say, “We definitely feel that we get just as much—and perhaps more—as the scholars 
themselves. We have felt so much more optimistic about the future since we found GSBA.”
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Apply. Volunteer. Support.
How to get involved with the GSBA Scholarship Fund

Apply for a GSBA Scholarship
We are looking for the next generation of LGBTQ and allied leaders making a difference in our community. Are you passionate about social justice 
and equality? Are you changing the world? Applications are available online in October and scholarships are awarded in May. Applicants must be a 
Washington State resident pursuing a post-secondary degree. Apply at: thegsbascholarship.org.

Volunteer to Select our Scholars
Each year teams of volunteers gather to read through 365+ applications and select and interview groups of applicants, eventually deciding on next 
class of GSBA Scholars. Interviewers will receive training on diversity and interviewing, as well as form strong bonds with their teammates. You will 
truly be investing in the next generation of LGBTQ and allied leaders.

The scholarship selection process happens between February and May each year. For more information on participating in this  
life changing experience, please contact our Scholarship Manager at JessicaW@thegsba.org.

Support our Scholars
Your investment in our scholars provides funding for our current programs and scholarships. All donations are 100% tax-deductible. Donate online at 
thegsba.org or by mail or phone: GSBA Scholarship Fund, 400 E Pine, Ste 322 Seattle, WA 98122 or 206.363.9188.

For more information on stock transfers or estate planning, contact the office at 206.363.9188.
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the Jewels of GSBA
The Greater Seattle Business Association is much more than a chamber of commerce. For the past 33 years, philanthropy has been integral to GSBA and its 
members. The GSBA Scholarship Fund has continuously received support from GSBA members and corporate partners. This year, to highlight the importance 
of corporate philanthropy and the need to invest in a diverse workforce, we launched the GSBA Corporate Jewels. These are exclusive sponsorship levels that 
showcase corporations that support both the GSBA Chamber and the GSBA Scholarship Fund equally. These Jewels know equality is good business and believe 
in investing in both current and future leaders.

Emerald:

Ruby:

Diamond:

Kevin Baldwin of PWC presents Landyn Pan with 
a 2014 GSBA Scholarship.

The smiling staff of 1st Security Bank.

Mircrosoft’s John Payes and Frank Holland present a check 
to GSBA Microsoft Scholar Audrey Chavarria Calderon and 
GSBA Board Chair Martha Davis.


